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Enjoy this book!
 Mum and Dad xx



There once was a
chameleon



Who said
out loud to

one day,

in a world of
greyThere once was a

Grace



But worse than that is the pitch “This world is boring, 
days are nothing but 

white,



“This world needs 
it’s ever so dreary,colour,
Perhaps some…

But worse than that is the pitch 

 of night.”
black“This world is boring, 

days are nothing but 



Everywhere there were

Chameleon knew the next thing to do,

will make things more cheery.”

That def nitely helped to

brighten the gloom,

…red



I’ll brighten the sky up

 with some lovely...

Everywhere there were

red f owers in bloom.

Chameleon knew the next thing to do,

will make things more cheery.”

That def nitely helped to

brighten the gloom, “Grace



Chameleon knew
Bluebirds appeared in the

black and white trees,

But how can you brighten up 

 grey bumble bees?

…blue”



colour is ....

Chameleon knew
there were more colours to go,

“Perhaps the third primary

Bluebirds appeared in the

black and white trees,

But how can you brighten up 

 grey bumble bees?



But with just three colours the world

What colour was made,

So they mixed

and a new colour was seen.

Soon the colourful bees 

were making yellow

…yellow.”
honey,



could it be…

But with just three colours the world

still looked funny.

What colour was made,

So they mixed
yellow and blue,

and a new colour was seen.

Soon the colourful bees 

were making yellow



can we mix more colours please?”

And what colour did they f nd? 

and leaves covered the trees,
Grass then grew

      Chameleon asked,
…green?



End of 
sample




